
BHHH2 Hash Trash Run #1635  6 April 2024 
 

Vale Mr Pickles  
 

Packs of hash hounds (of the canine 
persuasion) turned out in force for Mr 
Pickles’ memorial run at Pondok Jaka 
in Sangeh. For many, this was a new 
site with space aplenty to romp madly 
if you were a doggie, or picnic on the 
expansive lawns, trying hard to stop 
all the canines from stealing the very 
tasty nosh sponsored by the 
Screamers.  

 

There were heaps of hash hounds of the 
human variety too, straining at the leash 
while Screaming Lord C briefed the pack 
before the run. Looking somewhat shattered 
after his trail-setting efforts, he complained 
that Labia Minora walks “too damned fast!” 
 

Tellingly, Labia was not yet back from laying 
the long run (estimated at 10km ++ ??) when “On On!” was called.  
Later in the day, as darkness fell, a stream of ragged looking hashers dribbled back On In looking 
proper shagged after completing the long trail.  
 

“Can I get a T-shirt?”, they asked. “Habis!” was the reply.   
 

What was not in short supply was the fantastic Nasi 
Padang style spread sponsored by the hares and 
beautifully prepared and presented by No Deposit. 
HM Mount’n Groan & German Shepherd weren’t shy in 
getting in early . . . Selamat makan! 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Would anyone dare complain about stunningly beautiful vistas like this on a gorgeous day? 
Thanks to the hares for arranging a great run site, super trails, shirts and food. Another great 
BHHH2 in Paradise! [If you haven’t already looked at all the fantastic photos by Multigrip, Rock 
On et al (WTF is “Al”?) then check out the BHHH2 Official WA group] 
 

The Circle (or The Circus?) 
 

The hares were honoured with a Down Down, Virgins aplenty were baptised enthusiastically by 
RA Wooden Eye, Visitors & Leavers were acknowledged, and Achievers were recognised. The 
latter came in all shapes and sizes . . .   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

. . .  with some being more appealing than others.  
Mr Bean, if you’ve got it, flaunt it! 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For a variety of misdemeanours, the ice had a good workout by a number of bums but it should 
be noted that the only proper demonstration of how this should be done was offered by Jorok.  
[Ed: in this family friendly bulletin, photographic evidence has been censored due to an 
overabundance of modesty!] 
 

Your scribe this week is flying solo as Steptoe is currently 
desecrating the waters around Komodo, while Krystal Tits arrived 
back in Montreal to this lot . . .  
So there’s no Hash high fashion commentary nor unsolicited Hash 
etiquette advice this time, other than a plea to hares to try your 
level best to avoid laying trail over narrow wet ricefield bunds that 
are likely to be damaged when 100+ hashers pass over them. 
Generally we are greeted by smiles and encouragement from the 
local farmers in the fields but there have been occasions when 
damage has been done in the sawah and this has resulted in a cost 
to the local people. Respect!  

 
On On to the next BHHH2 run to be set by “The French Mafia” in 
Belayu, courtesy of Onani, Water Rat & Allez Allez.  
This is sure to be a great run so watch out for details of the run 
site. Arrive by 3.30 or so to register and pay your run fee – the 
Hash Cash team would also like to start the run on time! 
 
69er 
 

 
 

ON ON! 


